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We investigate the doping of a geometrially frustrated spin ladder with stati holes by a om-
plementary approah using exat diagonalization and quantum dimers. Results for thermodynami
properties, the singlet density of states, the hole-binding energy and the spin orrelations will be
presented. For the undoped systems the ground state is non-degenerate, with translationally invari-
ant nearest-neighbor spin orrelations. In the doped ase, we nd that stati holes polarize their
viinity by a loalization of singlets in order to redue the frustration. This polarization indues
short range repulsive fores between two holes and an osillatory behavior of the long range two-hole
energy. For most quantities investigated, we nd very good agreement between the quantum dimer
approah and the results from exat diagonalization.
PACS numbers: 75.10.Jm, 75.30.Hx, 75.40.Mg
I. INTRODUCTION
Geometri frustration is a key fator, leading to exoti
phases in quantum spin systems. Valene bond (VB) or-
dering, with and without breaking of disrete lattie sym-
metries, is one possible type of ground state symmetry.
Examples are the spin-1/2 zig-zag ladder
1
, the heker-
board lattie
2,3
, the j1-j2-j3 model
4,5
, or the Shastry-
Sutherland model
6
. Another exoti phase is the spin liq-
uid (SL) whih displays no apparent magneti order but
may break topologial symmetries, whih presumably is
the ase for the two-dimensional (2D) spin-1/2 kagomé
antiferromagnet (AFM)
7,8,9
.
Stati holes, i.e. nonmagneti defets, are an im-
portant probe of suh quantum phases. In ase of en-
haned VB orrelations or VB order without broken lat-
tie symmetries, the situation is similar to spin-ladders
and the 2D Heisenberg AFM, where stati holes gener-
ate spin-1/2 moments in their viinity
10,11,12
. The lat-
ter indue triplet exitations at low-energies. In a SL,
e.g. in the kagomé AFM, a very dierent senario has
been observed, in whih singlet pairs aumulate lose
to the holes, rather than spin-1/2 moments
13
. In ase
of VB states with spontaneous breaking of the lattie
symmetry
14
, and other valene-bond ground states,
15
bound spin-1/2 moments also seem to be absent. Apart
from the properties of a single stati hole, orrela-
tion eets between two holes may shed light on the
(de)onnement of mobile arriers in frustrated quantum
magnets
16,17,18,19
- at least for kineti energies small om-
pared to the exhange oupling, i.e., t ≪ J . Along this
line, hole-hole interations have been studied reently in
the kagomé AFM
13
and in quantum dimer models
20
. In
both ases, deonnement of the stati holes has been
found. For two reent µSR-studies of doped kagomé
AFMs, see refs. 21,22.
Additional insight into the response of frustrated spin
models to stati holes an be obtained from a redued
Figure 1: 1D Bow-Tie lattie struture of orner sharing tri-
angles. Spin-1/2 moments reside on all verties. Thik grey
(blak) bonds orrespond to one QD onguration. Combi-
nation of grey and blak QDs represent one transition graph.
Cirles at the enter orrespond to two stati holes.
desription of the singlet setor in terms of short-range
resonating valene-bonds
23
, so-alled quantum dimers
(QDs)
9,24
. Classial dimer models on bipartite latties
allow for a height representation and tend to be onn-
ing, with a linearly or logarithmially attrative `string
potential' between holes
25,26
. Non-bipartite latties lak
a height representation and allow for both, onning as
well as deonning
27,28,29,30,31
phases. Similar behavior
is likely for QD models.
In this work we intend to shed further light on the
role of stati holes in geometrially frustrated magnets by
studying the spin-1/2 AFM on a bow-tie ladder (BTL).
The BTL is a one-dimensional array of orner sharing tri-
angles, as depited in Fig. 1, and may be viewed as the
medial lattie of the two-leg ladder
29
. The AFM Heisen-
berg model on the BTL with nearest-neighbor exhange
H =
∑
〈lm〉
Sl · Sm (1)
has been investigated extensively by linear spin wave the-
ory, exat diagonalization (ED) and density matrix renor-
malization group (DMRG) in ref. 32. This analysis has
unovered several issues whih remain open. In partiu-
lar, ED on up to N = 30 sites suggests that the BTL is
qualitatively similar to the Kagomé AFM, i.e. the system
is a SL with a spin gap and a large number of singlets
(∝ N2) below the rst triplet. However, ED does not
allow extrapolation of the triplet gap to the thermody-
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Figure 2: Ground state energy versus inverse system size for
N = 12− 30 (ED) and N = 12− 36 (QD).
nami limit. DMRG up to N = 120 indiates a vanishing
spin gap for N →∞. Therefore, apart from a SL state it
remains possible that the BTL is ritial or displays VB
order with a very large unit ell.
Here, we will not fous on these properties of the lean
BTL in the thermodynami limit. Instead, we will inves-
tigate the loal orrelations of two stati holes - holons
hereafter - introdued into nite BTLs. To this end, re-
sults from two omplementary methods will be disussed,
namely, omplete ED on the one hand, and restrited
diagonalization in the QD subspae on the other hand.
Reently, QDs on a BTL lattie have been onsidered, for
the so-alled µ-model of shortest length resonane-moves
for the QDs. There, for ertain ad-ho resonane ampli-
tudes the QD model was shown to be idential to the
transverse-eld Ising hain at ritiality
29
. In ontrast
to that study, we will aount for all resonane moves
resulting from eqn. (1).
II. THERMODYNAMIC PROPERTIES
First, we briey onsider the lean system and om-
pare the ground state energy and spei heat, obtained
by ED, with results from the QD approximation. The
generalized eigenvalue problem in the QD Hilbert spae
uses the transition graphs depited in Fig. 1 and is set up
aording to ref. 33 (to whih we refer the reader for de-
tails). Periodi boundary onditions (PBC) apply to all
results disussed in the following. For all systems studied
we nd the undoped ground state to be non-degenerate,
with translationally invariant nearest-neighbor spin or-
relations, whih is onsistent with a spin liquid state or
a valene bond rystal with a unit ell large ompared
to the system's sizes. In Fig. 2, we show the ground
state energy eg versus the inverse system size 1/N . For
QDs, proper N needs to be a multiple of 6. From Fig. 2,
a deviation of approximately 4-5% between ED and QD
an be extrapolated in the thermodynami limit. This
has to be ontrasted against the relative dimension D
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Figure 3: Spei heat CV versus temperature T . (a) and
(b): omparison of ED and QD for N = 12 and 18. () QD
for N = 24-36.
of the omplete Hilbert spae, D0 of the singlet setor,
and DQD of the QD spae, whih are D = 2
N
, D0 =
N !/[(N/2)!(1 + N/2)!], and DQD = 2
N/3+1
. For N=30,
this implies D/D0/DQD ≈ 1.1 10
9/(9.7 106)/(2.0 103).
In view of these ratios, the results in Fig. 2 are in reason-
able agreement. The gure shows a very small `even/odd'
osillation with respet to N/6 in the QD results.
A ngerprint of SL states in strongly frustrated mag-
nets is the aumulation of singlet states at low energies.
In the kagomé AFM, the numer of singlets below the rst
triplet has been observed to grow exponentially with sys-
tem size
8
. In the BTL, power-law behavior with an expo-
nent 2 has been suggested32. The singlet aumulation
at low-energies leads to a harateristi singlet-triplet
double-peak struture in the spei heat CV
7,32,34,35
.
For the kagomé AFM a substantial fration of the singlet-
peak in CV is believed to be due to QD utuations
33
.
For the BTL, this is an open issue. Therefore, in Fig. 3
we onsider CV from QD and ED alulations. The lat-
ter agree with idential results from ref. 32. In view of
large nite-size eets our emphasis is on a omparison at
idential system sizes, rather than in the thermodynami
limit. First, there is a remarkable similarity between the
positions of peaks in ED and QD in Fig. 3(a,b). Seond,
for the leftmost peak in Fig. 3(b), at low temperatures,
the magnitude of CV and the entropy from ED and QD
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Figure 4: Number of singlets in ED versus energy at N = 18,
ontrasting 0 holons (solid line) with 2 holons (dashed). Solid
(dashed) vertial line: triplet gap for 0 (2) holons. Holons are
loated at two adjaent sites on one BTL leg. E0 refers to
ground state energy.
are omparable. I.e., we onlude that the low-T peak in
CV of the BTL is aused primarily by QD utuations.
As an be seen from Fig. 3(), the low-T peak stabi-
lizes as N inreases. Third, in the high-energy region
T & 0.5 a single peak an be observed whih ontains
most of the entropy (note the log T -sale). This entropy
is signiantly larger in the ED as ompared to the QD.
This dierene is due to triplet exitations not present
in the QD spae. Fig. 3() shows that CV from QD
has onverged to the thermodynami limit for T & 0.1
at N > 36 - a system size we annot reah with ED.
Finally, the intermediate-T feature in ED seems strongly
system-size dependent, as already noted in ref. 32.
III. STATIC HOLES
In this setion, we onsider the hange in the singlet
density-of-states (DOS), the binding energy, and the spin
orrelations whih stem from introduing two holons into
the BTL.
A. Density of States
Fig. 4 shows the integrated singlet DOS versus energy,
ontrasting the ase of zero holons against that of two
holons plaed at adjaent sites on the leg of a BTL with
an even number of sites. The main point of this gure is
the number of singlets below the rst triplet. Evidently
this number is redued by introduing the holons. A
similar eet is observed for any other relative separation
of the holons and also in the ase of a single holon. This
low-energy suppression of singlet DOS originates from
the redution of frustration at the neighboring sites of
the holons, whih favors binding of singlets in the viinity
of the holons (see also setion III C). Consequently the
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Figure 5: Number of QD singlets versus energy at N = 18,
ontrasting 0 holons (solid line) with 2 holons (dashed).
Holons are loated at sites idential to Fig. 4. E0 refers
to ground state energy.
low-energy singlet DOS dereases, while the triplet gap is
set by exitations distant from the holons and therefore
less aeted. While similar eets have been reported for
the kagomé AFM
13
, this behavior is drastially dierent
from VB states on bipartite latties, where stati holes
tend to bind spin-1/2 moments whih leads to an inrease
of low-energy triplet DOS
36
.
While the QD variational spae does not ontain triplet
exitations, it is nevertheless instrutive to ompare the
impat of holons on the singlet DOS between the ED and
QD alulations. In Fig. 5, we show the number of sin-
glets above the ground state energy in the QD ase for
a system size and a holon plaement idential to that of
Fig. 4. First, the overall trend for QDs depited is re-
markably similar to that in ED. Seond, the suppression
sets in at somewhat larger energies, of E-E0 ∼ 0.3 for
QDs, as ompared to E-E0 ∼ 0.2 for ED. Finally, it an
be seen that in the energy window depited the QD sin-
glets make up for approximately 50% of the total number
of singlets in ED.
B. Two-holon Energy
Now, we turn to the binding energies
∆ea2h (L) = E
a
0 (L)− E
a
0 (L = 1) (2)
of two holons separated by L sites along the enter(leg)
= a of the BTL, where Ea0 refers to the orresponding
ground state energies. In Figs. 6 and 7 we present two
aspets of ∆ea
2h (L). In the former, we ompare the bind-
ing energies obtained from ED with those from QDs for
various systems sizes. First, and remarkably, the ED and
QD results are very similar, both for a = enter and leg.
Seond, these gures demonstrate that the holons expe-
riene a short range repulsive fore, with a maximum
binding energy at approximately 3 lattie sites. This is
in sharp ontrast to quantum AFMs with VB ground
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Figure 6: Comparing two-holon energies at holon separation
L from ED (solid line with open squares) with QDs (solid line
with solid squares) for dierent systems sizes N=18, 24, and
30. (a)-() [(d)-(f)℄ refer to two holons in [on℄ the enter [leg℄
of the BTL.
states on bipartite latties. There, two holons experiene
a maximum binding energy if plaed on those nearest-
neighbor sites whih are oupied by singlet dimers in
the undoped ase. Moreover, separating the holons will
generate a string of `misplaed' dimers of length propor-
tional to the holon separation. This generates a onn-
ing potential. Suh onnement annot be inferred from
Fig. 6. Rather, from the largest system whih allows for
a diret omparison between ED and QDs, i.e. N = 30,
an osillatory behavior at large distanes an be antii-
pated. This an be orroborated by extending the QD
alulation to larger system sizes as shown in Fig. 7.
There, lear osillations in ∆ea
2h (L) an be observed in
the right panel, both on the legs and in the enter. In the
next setion, an intuitive piture of the two-holon ener-
gies in terms of the dimer overings will arise. From the
preeding, it is tempting to speulate that mobile holons
on the BTL are bound only weakly and will deonned
already for kineti energies small ompared to J .
Finally, Fig. 7 points towards some of the limitations
of the QD approah. While the qualitative behavior is
idential for ED and QDs, i.e. panels (a) vs. () and
(b) vs. (d), panel (d) shows a signiant variation of the
absolute value of the QD binding energies, depending on
whether N/6 is even or odd. The latter even/odd eet
is absent in the ED results.
C. Spin-Spin Correlations
The nearest-neighbor spin-spin orrelations slm =
〈Sl · Sm〉 are a diret measure of the singlet amplitude
on the bond lm. Here, we onsider the impat of two
holons on slm at zero temperature. Fig. 8 summarizes
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Figure 7: Evolution of two-holon energies at holon separation
L with system size for ED (solid line with open squares) with
N=18-30 in (a), (b) and for QDs (solid line with solid squares)
with N=18-42 in (), (d).
our results, both for ED and QDs on the largest system
for whih we have performed ED, i.e. N=30. In this g-
ure slm is visualized in terms of `bond-thikness'. First,
we note that slm fullls the sum rule
E0 (L) =
∑
lm
slm (3)
where E0 (L) refers to the ground state energy with two
holons in a relative onguration denoted by L. Using
the results from Figs. 6, 7, and 2, the sum rule has been
heked to hold for all ases we have studied, both for ED
and QDs and also for the undoped ase, whih will not be
disussed here. From Fig. 8, it is evident that the holons
introdue a strong polarization into the magneti bak-
ground, whih leads to spatial osillations of the spin-spin
orrelations, with a pattern depending on the separation
of the holons. This has to be ontrasted against the un-
doped ase, in whih slm is almost homogeneous along
the BTL with only a very small transverse dierene be-
tween the entral rungs and the legs. Speially, the
gure demonstrates that slm tends to be largest in the
viinity of the holons. This orroborates the piture of a
doping indued redution of singlet utuations, due to
singlet-binding to the holons as disussed in Se. III A.
In fat, the maximal values of |slm| in the viinity of the
holons as shown in the gure are lose to 3/4, implying
a singlet amplitude of 1 on those bonds. Note that for
a small number of bonds, ferromagneti orrelations of a
rather small absolute magnitude arise, both in ED and
for QDs.
The tendeny of the system to aommodate singlets
next to the holons provides for a diret interpretation
of the holon-repulsion, namely the number of `strong'
singlets whih an be bound to the viinity of the holons
is less if their separation is small. This an be read o
diretly from Fig. 8 in going from panel 1) to 5).
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Figure 8: Nearest neighbor spin-spin orrelations slm from ED
and QDs, for two holons (full irles) on the enter and leg of a
BTL with N = 30 for a) and b). The width of solid lines (with
vertial slash) is a linear measure of −slm(slm) for slm < 0(>
0). 1). . .5) labels all non-equivalent two-holon positions. For
eah 1). . .5) the adjaent lower (upper) graph orresponds to
one ED (QD) result, both for a) and b). Numbers refer to
maximum values of −slm observed for ED and QDs in a) and
b).
For the majority of holon plaements depited in Figs.
8a) and b), namely a) 1), 2), 3), and 5) as well as b)
1), 2), and 3), the qualitative real-spae struture of slm
is remarkably similar for ED and QDs. For group a) 4)
there are some dierenes observable right of the seond
holon. In groups b) 4) and 5) there are lear qualitative
dierenes between ED and QDs, espeially on the leg
free of holons. This suggests that QDs provide for a
better desription of holons in the `bulk' of the BTL than
on its boundaries.
For a quantitative omparison between ED and QDs,
we turn to Fig. 9, where we show several uts along
the BTL through the legs and rungs displaying the val-
ues of −slm versus a measure of distane given by a `1D
enter-of-mass' CM of eah bond. CM runs in steps of
2 (1/2) from 0 (-1/2) to 2N/3 − 2 (2N/3 − 3/2) on the
legs (rungs). The top four panels in Fig. 9 are represen-
tative of those ases in Fig. 8 whih suggest qualitative
agreement between ED and QD. It is readily apparent
that there is also exellent quantitative agreement. The
lower two panels in Fig. 9 refer to −slm on the upper leg
(rung) for the worst ase of Fig. 8 b) 5), where ED and
QD show strong qualitative dierenes.
In the following, we provide additional disussion of
the results shown in Figs. 6 - 9. When both holons
are positioned in the enter axis (see Fig. 8a), ree-
tion symmetry around this axis is retained. This allows
0
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Figure 9: Negative nearest neighbor spin-spin orrelations
−slm along the upper(lower) leg(rung) for u(l)l(r) from
ED(QDs) for open(losed) irles with two holons and N=30,
orresponding to Fig. 8 and panels a) 3), b) 1), and b) 5). CM
labels `enter of mass' of bonds. Crosses mark bonds linked
to holons where slm has been set to 0.
for the formation of highly symmetri and simple spin
strutures. First, as noted above, isolated singlets form
at the bonds situated losest to the holons for all holon
separations. Seond, more subtle geometrial onstraints
deide if other spin strutures (e.g., loops with even num-
bers of spins or short hains) will form, where they will
be loated, and how muh singlet orrelations there will
be between them. For example, in Fig. 8a) 3), at a holon
distane of L = 3, apart from the four isolated dimers,
one an learly notie the presene of 4- and 8-spin loops
in the shape of three diamonds and a four-pointed star,
respetively. These strutures are only weakly onneted
by singlet orrelations
37
. Obviously, the distane be-
tween the holons is one of the ontrolling parameters in
this respet. For example, at distane L = 5, open 3-
spin hains are present in the shape of boomerangs, be-
sides diamonds and dimers. However, in this ase, these
strutures are not as independent from eah other, i.e.,
the singlet links between them are stronger, as ompared
to L = 3. Therefore, some holon distanes are more
favorable than others in allowing for the formation of
suh independent `frustration releasing' strutures. This
leads to the osillating behavior of the binding energy
in Fig. 7)
38
. Finally, sine weakly onneted dimers,
boomerangs, and diamonds an be desribed rather well
by the QD basis, the very good quantitative agreement
between ED and QD for holons loated in the enter axis
6is no surprise.
When the holons are both on the same leg, reetion
symmetry around the entral axis is lost. Therefore,
apart from the dimers lose to the holons, simple stru-
tures as desribed above are less favorable and form only
for some holon distanes, as for example the diamonds
seen at L = 2 in Fig. 8b). Instead, and in ontrast
to the entered holons, more omplex orrelations of the
spins our, whih involve the presene of `spin hains' of
onsiderable length. These annot form when the holons
are in the enter axis beause of symmetry onsidera-
tions and avoidane of unorrelated free spins. These
hain strutures with longer range spin-spin orrelations
are not well desribed by the QD basis. Their presene
leads to quantitative disrepanies with the ED results.
The dierene in agreement between Fig. 7(a) and ()
versus Fig. 7(b) and (d), as well as the disrepanies
in the two lower two panels in Fig. 9 orroborate this
interpretation
39
.
IV. CONCLUSIONS
In summary, we have performed a omplementary nu-
merial analysis of a geometrially frustrated quantum
spin ladder with and without stati holes using exat di-
agonalization and a trunated basis of quantum dimers.
For the undoped system, we have shown that dimers al-
low for a reasonable approximation of the ground state
energy and the low temperature spei heat. In the
doped ase, we have shown that the system an re-
lease frustration through binding of singlets and other
extended unfrustrated spin strutures to the stati holes.
Results for the holon binding energies and the nearest-
neighbor spin orrelations onrm this piture. Analysis
of dynami orrelation funtions, as e.g. magneti Ra-
man sattering, and the nite size saling of overlaps be-
tween ED and QD states, will be presented elsewhere
40
.
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